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Good Evening,
Here is the report for this month:
This BURGLARY-OUTBUILDING took place between 17:00:00 on FRIDAY
02-DEC-2016 and 09:00:00 on MONDAY 05-DEC-2016 atBISHOPS WOOD
EDUCATION CTR, WOOD LA, HARTLEBURY, STOURPORT ON SEVERN
Location is an environmental education centre set in a rural location. In a field
in their grounds is located a shipping container secured with a padlock.
Between times stated persons uk have gone to the container, snapped off the
padlock, stealing it and have opened the doors to the container, but have not
appeared to enter and have not stolen anything. Offenders have then left
This THEFT FROM STORE took place at 07:44:00 on MONDAY 05-DEC2016 at WYRE FOREST LEISURE CENTRE, STOURPORT RD,
KIDDERMINSTER, WORCESTERSHIRE
The leisure centre has a lobby area, where members of the public has to
enter when coming into the store. Between times stated Person unknown has
entered into the lobby area and has stolen a towel from off one of the
mannequins, and has gone back out of the store. No attempt to come into the
store itself and pay for the item
This THEFT took place between 18:00:00 on FRIDAY 02-DEC2016 and 16:00:00 on SATURDAY 03-DEC-2016 at WILSON RD,
HARTLEBURY, KIDDERMINSTER, WORCESTERSHIRE
Between the specified times person/s unknown have climbed over a low
garden wall into the IP's rear garden and have cut off branches of variagated
holly and used long handled clippers from the lower part of the tree and the
top part of the tree as well taking away a large amount of the holly. Nothing
seen or heard by the IP who was unaware until she went out into the garden
and saw holly on the floor and walked around the tree and found it missing
This RACIALLY AGGRAVATED CRIMINAL DAMAGE took place
at 13:00:00 on SATURDAY 10-DEC-2016 at A449, HARTLEBURY,
KIDDERMINSTER, WORCESTERSHIRE
Victim has been driving northbound on a449 in his car with his 2 young
children, when he has encountered a group of around 10 motorcycles and
tricycles riding in convoy below the speed limit. Victim has attempted to over
take the convoy and has been blocked from doing so by a rider at the rear of
the convoy. This has happened on 2 occasions when a second lane has
allowed. The road has widened a 3rd time and the victim has made no
attempt to overtake the convoy, however the riders have remained in lane 1.

Victim has performed overtake of convoy, but as road narrows to single lane
convoy has accelerated to block his return to lane 1 forcing him onto hatched
area of carriageway. Victim has driven ahead of convoy and continued
journey. A short distance later 2 or 3 of convoy have accelerated to victim and
manoeuvred such that he was surrounded front, right and behind by riders.
The front riders have suddenly stopped causing victim to brake suddenly to a
stop, surrounded by riders. A white male has alighted his tricycle from in front
of victim's car and approached victims drivers door in an aggressive and
abusive manner swearing and shouting at the victim. The male has punched
the victims car windscreen causing it to shatter. He has then made comments
similar to "YOU SHOULD GET AN ENGLISH DRIVING LICENCE" which the
victim has interpreted as reference to the colour of his skin. The convoy has
then left the scene at speed towards Kidderminster
This THEFT FROM MOTOR VEHICLE took place
between 16:00:00 on MONDAY 12-DEC-2016 and 09:45:00 on TUESDAY
13-DEC-2016 at TALBOT CL, HARTLEBURY, KIDDERMINSTER,
WORCESTERSHIRE,
The IP is the owner of a black Lexus RX300 car which she keeps parked on
the driveway to the front of her residential property when not in use. Between
the times stated, POPU have approached the car and, using unknown means,
gained access in to the front of the car. Once inside, the offender has
searched the car but at this stage, the IP cannot confirm if anything has been
stolen. No damage has been caused to the car
This THEFT FROM MOTOR VEHICLE took place
between 15:00:00 on MONDAY 12-DEC-2016 and 11:00:00 on TUESDAY
13-DEC-2016 at TALBOT CL, HARTLEBURY, KIDDERMINSTER,
WORCESTERSHIRE,
The victim lives in a property situated on a residential area of Kidderminster.
A blue Audi Q7 was parked on the driveway outside IP's house. Between the
material times, unknown offender(s) has approached the vehicle and used an
unknown tool/method to gain entry into the car without damaging the vehicle.
Offender(s) has grabbed a purse, stolen debit cards and cash belonging to
IP's wife from within and left the scene. Transactions have been made on
using the credit cards at Tesco Express and Fletchers in Kidderminster
This THEFT FROM MOTOR VEHICLE took place
between 22:00:00 on MONDAY 12-DEC-2016 and 09:00:00 on TUESDAY
13-DEC-2016 at WATERLAIDE RD, HARTLEBURY, KIDDERMINSTER,
WORCESTERSHIRE,
Between dates/times stated Volkswagen Passat was parked secure &
unattended on the driveway outside the front of a dwelling located within a
residential area of Hartlebury. POPU have approached the vehicle and
proceeded to gain access within without causing any visible damage. Untidy
search conducted within where offender/s have removed & taken items of
property without the knowledge or consent of the IP. POPU made good their
escape in an unknown direction by unknown means

This THEFT FROM STORE took place between 15:00:00 on TUESDAY 13DEC-2016 and 15:16:00 on TUESDAY 13-DEC-2016 at DE BEERS
GARDEN CENTRE, WORCESTER RD, KIDDERMINSTER,
WORCESTERSHIRE
Between times stated, female offender entered the store and went to the
Christmas decorations. She got a candle decoration worth £25 and left the
store with it, offering no payment for the item. Female left the scene driving a
silver vehicle.
This THEFT took place between 18:00:00 on THURSDAY 15-DEC2016 and 11:00:00 on FRIDAY 16-DEC-2016 at NORCHARD FARM,
NORCHARD, CROSSWAY GREEN, STOURPORT ON SEVERN
Between the material times, unknown offender(s) has approached and
entered a rural field rented by the victim. Has then removed and stolen a
portaloo. Tracks revealed that it had been dragged across about 100 yards in
the field and over a low perimiter hedge
This BURGLARY DWELLING took place between 05:30:00 on TUESDAY
20-DEC-2016 and 05:32:00 on TUESDAY 20-DEC-2016 atSOUTHALL DR,
HARTLEBURY, KIDDERMINSTER
The offence location is a large detached property which is accessed to the
rear by a gate to the left hand side of the address. The point of entry is the
double glazed kitchen window at the rear of the address Between times stated
suspects unknown have disconnected light sensors on the front of the
property and down the pathway leading to the rear of the address. They have
also disconnected a battery pack attached to a Porsche on the driveway at
the front of the address. Unknown suspects have made their way to the rear
of the property and smashed the rear kitchen window specifically in front of
the sink area where IPs wallet containing debit and credit cards, driving
licence, £30 cash and keys to the Porsche and a Black Audi A6 have been
placed. Smashed with unknown implement but believed to be a
sledgehammer recovered in subsequent crime of similar MO. They have then
reached through grabbing the keys and wallet from behind the broken
window. On hearing the smashed window the IP has awoken and looked
outside. The Audi had been parked opposite the IPs address on another
driveway where the property is temporarily vacant as owners of the address
are on holiday. IP has noticed the lights of the Audi illuminate and unknown
suspects drive the vehicle away from the location in the direction of the A449
This BURGLARY DWELLING took place at 05:40:00 on TUESDAY 20-DEC2016 at BOLAS AV, HARTLEBURY, KIDDERMINSTER,
WORCESTERSHIRE,
At approximatley 05:40 hours IP has heard a noise and has gone down stairs
to discover his front door open and two males inside of his Mercedes. He has
gone to the vehicle and has tried to open the passenger door at this the males
have ran out and over to another vehicle an Audi S line Quat. This vehicle had
been stolen 10 minutes prior to the attempt on the IPs Mercedes. Persons
unknown have entered the property through the back gate and have gone into
the detached garage. They have taken a sledge hammer and used this to
smash the back patio kitchen door to gain entry to the property. They have

taken the keys and IPs wallet off of the kitchen table and have made their
escape through the front door. The suspects were unable to get the car into
drive and following being confronted by the IP they have ran off and driven
away in the earlier stolen Audi taking with them the IPs car keys and wallet
This THEFT OF PEDAL CYCLE took place at 23:23:00 on TUESDAY 20DEC-2016 at OLD WORCESTER RD, HARTLEBURY, KIDDERMINSTER
At the time stated victim has become aware of people leaving his garden at
the rear. He has run up the rear garden and the offenders were running
towards the exit of the parking area. He has then gone to the front of his
house where he has noted a white transit van, short wheel base with ladders
on the top of the roof driving past his HA. The vehicle has headed in the
direction of Kidderminster. It did pause for a short while for reasons unknown.
Victim has then gone to the rear of his house where his vehicle is parked and
driven as far as the bus terminus island in Kidderminster but found no trace of
the transit van. The bike was not secured but leant against the fence in a
small alley way towards the side of his house. Access to this alleyway is gated
and the lock secured by a mortice lock. The rear gate which backs onto the
parking area is of a similar construiction but the mortice lock was not
engaged, thus leaving the gate open.
Thank you
Aidan Goundry
PCSO40185
Droitwich West and Rural SNT

